ABSTRACT: DNA nanotechnology has been extensively explored to assemble various functional nanostructures for versatile applications. Mediated by Watson−Crick base-pairing, these DNA nanostructures have been conventionally assembled through hybridization of many short DNA building blocks. Here we report the noncanonical self-assembly of multifunctional DNA nanostructures, termed as nanoflowers (NFs), and the versatile biomedical applications. These NFs were assembled from long DNA building blocks generated via rolling circle replication (RCR) of a designer template. NF assembly was driven by liquid crystallization and dense packaging of building blocks, without relying on Watson−Crick base-pairing between DNA strands, thereby avoiding the otherwise conventional complicated DNA sequence design. NF sizes were readily tunable in a wide range, by simply adjusting such parameters as assembly time and template sequences. NFs were exceptionally resistant to nuclease degradation, denaturation, or dissociation at extremely low concentration, presumably resulting from the dense DNA packaging in NFs. The exceptional biostability is critical for biomedical applications. By rational design, NFs can be readily incorporated with myriad functional moieties. All these properties make NFs promising for versatile applications. As a proof-of-principle demonstration, in this study, NFs were integrated with aptamers, bioimaging agents, and drug loading sites, and the resultant multifunctional NFs were demonstrated for selective cancer cell recognition, bioimaging, and targeted anticancer drug delivery.
■ INTRODUCTION
Owing to the unique feature of Watson−Crick base-pairing, DNA has emerged as building blocks for a wide variety of DNA nanostructures, in which the built-in functionalities enable the applications in biomedicine, biotechnology, and nanoelectronics. 1−5 The sequence programmability, automated controllable synthesis, high stability and intrinsic functionalities make DNA nanostructures advantageous over other counterparts in many biomedical applications. Conventional approaches to DNA nanostructure construction typically rely on Watson− Crick base-pairing between short DNA building blocks. However, these approaches have some intrinsic drawbacks, including (1) complicated design resulting from the myriad of different DNA strands needed to assemble relatively large and sophisticated nanostructures; (2) the large amount of DNA needed for bulky preparation; (3) the limited compaction resulted from steric hindrance of DNA strands, notwithstanding high DNA compaction is typically favored for nanotherapeutic and bioimaging nanoassemblies; (4) the extensive intrinsic nicks, i.e., broken phosphodiester bonds in the DNA backbone of each short building block, which serves as potential cleavage sites of many exonucleases, 6, 7 posing a threat to the biostability; and (5) dissociation that accompanies denaturation or extremely low concentrations, such as that in an in vivo circulation system, resulting in loss of nanostructure integrity. Therefore, it would be highly desirable to assemble densely compacted multifunctional DNA nanostructures using elongated non-nicked building blocks made from a low amount of only a few DNA strands, without relying on Watson−Crick base-pairing.
Toward this end, nature provides instructional examples. For instance, in the nuclei of a living organism, a tremendous amount of genomic dsDNA is densely compacted in a systematic manner that does not rely on Watson−Crick basepairing. In a typical somatic human cell, 46 chromosomal dsDNAs with a total length of ∼1 m, carrying more than 30 000 functional genes, can be assembled into a single nucleus particle of tens of cubic micrometers. 8 The dense DNA compaction is attributed to the highly ordered alignment of chromosomal DNA with the assistance of sophisticated cellular machinery, which allows long chromosomal DNA to be systematically assembled to nucleosomes, "beads-on-a-ring", DNA fibers, and eventually chromosomes. 9 Likewise, in a dinoflagellate, a type of flagellate protist, the DNA concentration in the nucleus was estimated to be up to 200 mg/mL, which is up to 80 times more than that in a human somatic cell. 10 These densely packed genomic DNAs were documented to be liquid crystalline, a characteristic feature of highly ordered and densely packed molecular assemblies.
10, 11 Indeed, synthetic short dsDNAs with concentrations equivalent to genomic DNA in nuclei were reported to be liquid crystalline as well, and these highly concentrated and orderly aligned DNAs self-assembled into segregated structures in a manner of end-to-end stacking that does not rely on Watson−Crick base-pairing. 12−15 Inspired by nature, we present herein the noncanonical selfassembly of hierarchical DNA nanoflowers (NFs) with densely packed DNA and built-in multifunctional moieties for biomedical applications. Using only a low amount of two DNA strands (one template and one primer), long building blocks were generated via rolling cycle replication (RCR), an isothermal enzymatic reaction involving the replication of many circular genomic DNAs (e.g., plasmids or viral genomes), 16 the regulation of some eukaryotic tandem genes, 17, 18 and applications in biotechnology. 3,5,7,19−26 Without reliance on Watson−Crick base-paring, NFs were self-assembled through liquid crystallization of the resultant long building blocks, instead of conventionally used short DNA. The sparsity of nick sites in the elongated building blocks and the compactness of DNA in NFs are expected to increase the resistance of NFs to nuclease degradation, denaturation, or dissociation at low concentrations, and the exceptional biostability was demonstrated by the maintenance of NF structural integrity under the treatment with nucleases, human serum, high temperature, urea, or dilution, making NFs amenable for versatile biomedical situations. NFs are monodisperse and size tunable. The ability to fine-tune NF sizes and construct NFs using essentially any designer templates suitable for RCR allows versatile future application of NFs. By rational design of RCR templates, the elongated DNA building blocks can carry a large amount of concatemer structural and functional moieties, which were further compacted into NFs. In our proof-of-principle study, we have successfully incorporated functionalities including aptamers, fluorophores, and drug loading sites into NFs, which were capable of selective cancer cell recognition, bioimaging, and targeted anticancer drug delivery. Overall, these noncanonically self-assembled DNA NFs are promising for versatile biomedical applications.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Self-Assembly of Monodisperse, Size-Tunable, and Densely Packed Multifunctional DNA NFs. Elongated DNA was generated through RCR using Φ29 DNA polymerase, which is capable of DNA replication with a circular template. The high efficiency and strand-displacement ability of Φ29 is critical to generate long non-nicked DNA. Since the templates for RCR can be tailor designed, various structural and functional DNA moieties can be incorporated into templates and further built in RCR products. Indeed, DNA functional moieties have been intensively explored, including specific recognition elements (e.g., aptamers), therapeutics (e.g., antisense oligonucleotides, 27 aptamers, 28 and immunostimulatory CpG motifs), 29 and preferable drug association sequences (e.g., double-stranded CG or GC sequences for anthracycline drugs). 30 In this study, to construct NFs with built-in multifunctionalities, the RCR template (T-1, sequence in Table S1 , predicted structure in Figure S1A ) was designed such that the resultant RCR products would be decorated with a series of aptamers and drug loading sites for doxorubicin (Dox), a widely used chemotherapeutic for many types of cancer. The concatemer aptamers in elongated ssDNA are expected to enhance the binding affinity of the resultant NFs to target cells through synergistic multivalent binding and provide insight for future construction of NFs incorporated with therapeutic aptamers. The tremendous drug-association sequences in NFs are expected to endow NFs with high drug payload capacity. Aptamer sgc8, which can specifically recognize PTK7 overexpressed on many cancer cells, 31, 32 was used as a model. A flow cytometry study verified the selective recognition ability of the monomeric template complement to target CEM cells (T cell leukemia) but not to nontarget Ramos cells (B cell lymphoma) ( Figure S2 ). T-1 was circularized using a ligation template and a T4 DNA ligase. The resultant circular template was then used in RCR, in which the previous ligation template also served as the primer (Figure 1 ) and was elongated by Φ29 to generate periodic DNA with a myriad of aptamers and drug loading moieties ( Figure S1B ). RCR was verified using gel electrophoresis ( Figure S3A ). Despite the high stability of the threeway junction structure of T-1 ( Figure S1A ), the robust strand displacement ability of Φ29 allowed it to overcome the topological constraints and efficiently generate DNA, as also reported before. 33 The above-generated DNA then served as building blocks to assemble NFs. RCR products obtained after reaction for n hours were denoted as RCR n . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observation indicated that NFs were formed in RCR 10 with diameters of ∼200 nm and petal-like structures on the surfaces (Figure 2A ). NFs from RCR 10 are monodisperse, as shown by SEM images in a zoomed-out view and size determination with dynamic light scattering (DLS) in a bulky Figure 1 . Schematic illustration of noncanonical self-assembly of multifunctional DNA NFs. The linear DNA template was first ligated to form a circular template for RCR using Φ29 DNA polymerase and a primer. RCR generated a large amount of elongated non-nicked concatemer DNA with each unit complementary to the template. These DNAs then served as building blocks to self-assemble monodisperse, densely packed, and hierarchical DNA NFs. NF sizes are tunable with diameters ranging from ∼200 nm to several micrometers, as shown by the representative SEM images. NF assembly does not rely on Watson−Crick base-pairing between DNA building blocks, enabling tailored design of the template to carry multiple complements of functional nucleic acids, e.g., aptamers and drug loading sites. Functionalities could also be incorporated via primers or modified deoxynucleotides, such as Cy5-dUTP for bioimaging. The multifunctional NFs were applied for target cancer cell recognition, bioimaging, and targeted drug delivery. solution ( Figure 2B ). DLS results revealed an average radius of 112 ± 12 nm, which is consistent with the SEM data. Characterization of RCR 10 using transmitted electron microscopy (TEM) ( Figure 2C ) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) ( Figure S3B ) further verified the size and morphology. TEM images displayed hierarchical internal structures in NFs. Even though large sticky RNA microsponges and bulky DNA metamaterial hydrogel have been constructed through similar strategies, 19, 34 our results represent the first to build monodisperse DNA nanomaterials with diameters as small as 200 nm through RCR. The ability to build monodisperse nanoassemblies with dimensions within a few hundred nanometers is highly significant, especially for biomedical applications. For instance, due to enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect, nanomaterials with diameters of as small as a few hundred nanometers are more likely to penetrate leaky blood vasculature and have enhanced retention at tumor sites. 35, 36 The one-step self-assembly of small monodisperse NFs avoids the otherwise physical cutting for aggregate partition or physical compaction for size reduction, which could be difficult to precisely manipulate and could damage DNA functionalities in NFs. 19, 34 We next examined the NF assembly process, which could be influenced by such factors as reaction time, tertiary structures of DNA templates, template concentration, and substrate (dNTP) concentration. Reaction time was first investigated. We expect that a reaction for a longer time until the exhaust of substrate would generate more DNAs for NF assembly. To study this, RCR for a series of different time lengths was performed, followed by SEM imaging to reveal the structures obtained at each time point. Results shown in Figures 3A and S4 suggest a progressive process of NF assembly. In particular, amorphous bulky structures were observed in RCR 0.5 ( Figure S4 ). RCR 1 displayed some crystal-like structures on the surfaces of bulky matrices ( Figure 3A ). These crystal-like structures proceeded to form petal-like structures on the surfaces of RCR 2 ( Figure S4 ), and flower-like spherical structures gradually formed on the matrices of RCR 3 through RCR 10 ( Figure 3A ). In the meantime, the NFs were gradually pinched off from the surfaces of bulky matrices and separated from each other, forming monodisperse NFs with diameters of around 200 nm in RCR 10 . We further examined RCR 15 observed in RCR 30 . These data clearly indicated a timedependent process of NF self-assembly, allowing us to fine-tune NF sizes for versatile applications simply by adjusting RCR time. To simplify the notation, NFs with diameters of approximate n μm are denoted as NF n . The monodisperse NF 2 s from RCR 24 are shown in Figure 3B as an example of microscale NFs with pleated petals on the surfaces. To examine the internal structures of NFs, RCR 24 was sonicated and chopped into smaller DNA particles. Under SEM observation, the hierarchical structures on the surfaces of the sonicated DNA particles provide clear evidence of the internal hierarchical structures of the original NFs and the dense DNA packaging in NFs ( Figure S5 ). These internal hierarchical structures and dense DNA packaging could be used for high-payload encapsulation in porous structures or integration on DNA of nanoscale or molecular functional moieties, such as therapeutics, imaging agents, or catalytic agents. Overall, the progressive assembly of NFs allows for fine-tuning the sizes of monodisperse and densely packed DNA NFs for versatile applications.
We next studied the effect of template sequences on NF assembly. Based on the above-designed RCR template (T-1), NF building blocks could be cross-linked via inter-and intrastrand hybridization ( Figure S1B ). On one hand, the cross-linking could facilitate DNA association during NF assembly; on the other hand, the cross-linked DNA networks could hinder the enzymatic reaction inside these networks and hence retard NF assembly. To examine the influence of template sequence, we designed another template, T-2, by substituting all sequences in T-1 with deoxyadenosine (A), except the primer complement used for template circularization and primer hybridization. Therefore, the resultant RCR products would carry a long polyT motif that is not favored in DNA hybridization. Again, T-2 was circularized and used for RCR. SEM imaging indicates that NFs were also formed in RCR 10 using T-2, and the NF sizes ( Figure 3C ; diameter of ∼500 nm) were much larger than those formed using T-1 for the same reaction time. The larger NF sizes could be attributed to the relatively loose structure of the circular T-2 and the resultant less hindrance to enzymatic activity as well as less inter-and intrastrand DNA hybridization of RCR products leading to more loose DNA compaction. The ability to form NFs using a template that is not amenable to DNA hybridization provides strong evidence that the NF assembly does not rely on conventional Watson−Crick base-pairing. This essentially avoids the conventional complicated sequence design in nanostructure construction by DNA hybridization, and allows the incorporation of versatile DNA functional moieties into NFs, thereby making this strategy of building DNA nanostructures noncanonical and widely applicable. Furthermore, these data imply that NF sizes can also be tuned by adjusting template sequences.
NF Assembly Driven by DNA Liquid Crystallization. As mentioned above, both genomic DNA and synthetic short DNA have been documented to be liquid crystalline at high local concentration.
10−15,37 Given the capability of RCR to create highly concentrated DNA, we then studied whether NFs were also assembled through DNA liquid crystallization. Polymer (e.g., DNA) liquid crystals (LC) are formed above a critical concentration. 12 Under the hypothesis that RCR with an increasing template concentration within a specified time period would produce an increasing local DNA concentration under optimal conditions and that LC would be formed when DNA reached above the critical concentration, the effect of template DNA concentration on NF formation was investigated. As shown in Figure S6 , with increasing template (T-1) concentrations (10, 30, 100, and 200 nM) in RCR, NF-shaped structures were not formed within 10 h until T-1 concentration increased up to 100 nM. Moreover, the NFs from RCR with 100 and 200 nM template were not as monodisperse as those observed with 300 nM template. Combined with the result that NFs were not formed until a sufficient time of RCR to accumulate local DNA, this result suggests that NFs were only assembled when the local DNA concentration achieved a critical concentration, providing the basis of NF assembly through DNA liquid crystallization. The liquid crystalline structures of NFs were directly validated using polarized light microscopy, which revealed that the spherulite NFs observed between crossed polarizers were birefringent, an optical property of anisotropic materials ( Figure 3D ). The optical texture of one NF, characterized by a disc-shaped phase, was consistent with that observed from the nematic liquid crystalline phase of segregated short DNA (6−20 bases) domains resulted from dense DNA packaging and ordering. 13, 14, 37 Additional evidence for LC formation in NFs include TEM imaging of NFs revealing ultrathin sheet sections on DNA NFs ( Figure S7 ) and both SEM imaging and TEM imaging illustrated hierarchical structures on NF surfaces or inside NFs. The ultrathin sheet sections and hierarchical structures suggest an anisotropic process of NF assembly, consistent with characteristic anisotropic molecular alignment in polymer crystallization. Overall, these results demonstrate that NFs were self-assembled noncanonically through liquid crystallization of DNA, and in turn suggest NFs as excellent carriers with high-payload capacity for DNA functional moieties.
Exceptional Stability of DNA NFs. The stability of nanoassemblies is critical to its practical application, especially under complicated environments of biomedical applications. For instance, when delivered systematically to a physiological environment, DNA nanoassembly degradation or dissociation could be facilitated by ubiquitous nucleases, dilution to very low concentrations by large volumes of circulating blood and strong shear force. To assess the stability of NFs under nuclease treatment, NFs were incubated with DNase I for 24 h, followed by SEM imaging to examine the structural integrity of NFs. DNase I is a ubiquitous endonuclease that can cleave both ssDNA and dsDNA 6 and is responsible for at least 90% of the deoxynuclease activity in human plasma. 38 Results in Figure  4A ,B verified the structural integrity of NFs after treatment with up to 5 U/mL DNase I, which is considerably higher than the DNase I concentration in human blood (<1 U/mL). 6, 38 The stability of NFs was further evaluated using human serum, and SEM observation verified that the resultant NFs still had flower shape after treatment for 24 h ( Figure 4C ). We also evaluated the stability of NFs under denaturation conditions, which could disrupt hydrogen bonding and eventually cause nanoassembly dissociation, 39 and SEM results confirmed the stability of NFs at high temperature (170°C, Figure 4D ) or treated with 5 M urea ( Figure 4E ). Conventional DNA nanostructures assembled from short DNA building blocks tend to dissociate at a fairly low concentration after systematic injection into the human body. 40 To evaluate the structural integrity in diluted solutions, NF solutions were diluted 100 times in water and stayed for 0.5 h. The SEM results shown in Figure 4F again verified the structural integrity of NFs. These data clearly demonstrate the remarkable stability of DNA NFs. The exceptional stability is presumably attributed to several features of NFs, including (1) long building blocks, which avoid the otherwise many nick sites sensitive to nuclease cleavage; (2) high density of DNA packed in each NF, reducing nuclease accessibility; and (3) extensive inter-and intrastrand weaving of long DNA building blocks, preventing denaturation or dissociation. Furthermore, in case the outer layer of NFs is dissociated or cleaved, it should be noted that the inner layers could maintain their functionalities. The high stability makes NFs promising for applications under complicated biomedical situations, such as clinical diagnosis, biomedicine, and biotechnology.
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Biomedical Applications of Multifunctional DNA NFs. NFs can be assembled using essentially any DNA templates suitable for RCR. Therefore, various DNA functional moieties can be incorporated during NF assembly for versatile applications. For example, during the de novo generation of NF building blocks, functionalities can also be incorporated via chemically functionalized deoxynucleotides that can be utilized as enzymatic substrates in RCR and customized design of templates and primers. In this study, we used both approaches to incorporating different fluorescent bioimaging agents, aptamers, and drug loading sites.
The incorporation of fluorophores into NFs was first studied. Fluorescence imaging is usually less invasive and has been extensively used in bioimaging. In the first approach ( Figure  5A ) to incorporating fluorophores, FITC, as a model, was chemically modified on one end of RCR primer, such that multiple copies of fluorophores can be integrated into one NF that is composed of many copies of DNA building blocks. In the second approach, bioimaging agents were incorporated enzymatically via chemically modified deoxynucleotides ( Figure  5D ). To demonstrate this principle, a cyanine 5 (Cy5)-modified dUTP, which can work as a substrate for many DNA polymerases, including Φ29, 41 was used in RCR to incorporate Cy5 into NFs. The morphology of these two types of NFs was verified by SEM ( Figure 5B,E) , and their fluorescence properties were validated through fluorescence microscopy ( Figure 5C,F) . The successful incorporation of fluorophores into NFs through different approaches provides the basis for the applications of NFs in bioimaging.
Given that aptamer (sgc8) and drug loading sequences for Dox were incorporated in NFs and their small size promising for future in vivo application, NF 0.2 s were evaluated for selective cancer cell recognition and targeted drug delivery. Using flow cytometry, NF 0.2 s incorporated with FITC, drug loading sites, and sgc8, were demonstrated to selectively recognize target HeLa cells ( Figure 6A ) and CEM cells ( Figure 6B ) but not nontarget Ramos cells ( Figure 6C ). This provides the basis for potential applications in cancer theranostics. These NFs were then studied for bioimaging and targeted anticancer drug delivery. To achieve efficient intracellular drug delivery, nanocarriers have been developed that can be internalized into diseased cells. Nanomaterials within an appropriate size range can be internalized by many cancer cells, 35, 36 and our NFs can be tuned to fall into this range. In addition, molecular elements, e.g., aptamers, 42, 43 antibodies, 44 and folic acid, 45 have all been explored for receptor-mediated internalization. Specifically, sgc8 was shown to be internalized into target cancer cells via endocytosis. 43 Using confocal microscopy imaging, the intracellular fluorescence (FITC) signals of NFs were identified in target HeLa cells as an example (Figure 6D ), indicating the internalization of these NFs. This was further demonstrated using two-photon microscopy (TPM) ( Figure  S8 ), an imaging technique featured with less excitation light absorbed by tissues out of focal volume, deep tissue penetration, lower tissue autofluorescence, and less tissue photodamage, compared to conventional fluorescence microscopy. These results demonstrate the application of fluorophoreincorporated NFs for bioimaging, and the revealed internalization ability of NFs into target cancer cells allows for efficient drug delivery mediated by NFs.
For biomedical applications, DNA nanomaterials have attracted tremendous interest, owing to the typical biocompatibility and biodegradability. In particular, the biocompatibility of NFs was verified by an MTS assay that showed negligible inhibition of proliferation in cancer cells ( Figure S9A ). The high density of DNA drug loading sequences and internal hierarchical structures makes NFs intriguing for high-capacity loading of therapeutics either by association with specific drugloading sequences or by physical encapsulation in the internal porous structures. To load Dox into NFs, Dox and NF 0.2 s were mixed and stayed at room temperature to allow saturation of drug loading, followed by centrifugation and removal of free Dox in the supernatant. The amount of removed Dox was determined, and the drug loading capacity of the NFs was calculated accordingly. The resultant NF−Dox complexes, whose structural integrity was confirmed by SEM ( Figure S9B ), were then evaluated for targeted drug delivery. Specifically, target CEM and HeLa cells and nontarget Ramos cells were all treated with free Dox and NF-Dox, respectively, at the equivalent drug concentrations. After incubation of cells with NF-Dox for 2 h, the distribution of Dox delivered via NFs in HeLa cells, as an example, was examined using confocal microscopy and results verified the intracellular uptake and accumulation of Dox ( Figure S9C ). The limited Dox distribution in nucleus is speculated to be resulted from the slow Dox release kinetics, due to dense and viscous macromolecular barriers along the release routes, as reported in a similar drug release study. 19 Dox was also located around cell membrane, which can be explained by the limited internalization efficiency within this time period as well as the slow release kinetics. The cell viabilities were evaluated using an MTS assay. In target cells, Dox delivered by NFs induced only slightly less inhibition of cell proliferation than free Dox ( Figure  6E,F 
■ CONCLUSIONS
Inspired by the natural high packaging efficiency of genomic DNA or synthetic DNA in a manner that does not rely on Watson−Crick base-pairing, we herein presented a noncanonical strategy to build monodisperse multifunctional DNA nanostructures, termed as nanoflowers (NFs), and demonstrated their versatile biomedical applications. These hierarchical NFs were self-assembled from elongated DNA building blocks generated through rolling cycle replication (RCR). Unlike a large amount of myriad DNA strands typically used in conventional DNA nanostructure construction, only a small amount of two strands (one template and one primer) is needed in NF assembly. The unnecessity of Watson−Crick base-pairing for NF assembly avoids the otherwise complicated design of DNA sequences for inter-or intrastrand hybridization in conventional nanostructure assembly. Further investigation demonstrated that NFs are assembled through DNA liquid crystallization, an anisotropic process for orderly alignment of highly concentrated polymers. The DNA in NFs is thus densely packed, a desirable feature for high-capacity encapsulation of DNA moieties, such as therapeutics and bioimaging agents. The NFs are size-tunable, with diameters ranging from ∼200 nm to a few micrometers, by manipulating such factors as the RCR reaction time or template sequences. The unnecessity of Watson−Crick base-pairing and the size tunability enable NFs promising for versatile applications. DNA NFs are exceptionally resistant to nuclease treatment, dilution to low concentration, or denaturation by heating or urea treatment. The high stability of NFs is attributed to their characteristic features, including long and non-nicked DNA building blocks that provide relative less cleavage sites for nucleases and dense DNA packaging. The high stability is critical for the biomedical and biotechnological applications of NFs. Importantly, various functionalities can be simply incorporated into NFs during self-assembly. As a proofof-principle study, through template design, NFs were incorporated with (1) fluorescent bioimaging agents by attaching fluorophores either on primers or on deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dUTP), (2) cancer cell-targeting aptamers for selective cancer cell recognition, and (3) drug-loading sequences for targeted anticancer drug delivery. The resultant multifunctional NFs were further implemented for bioimaging, selective cancer cell recognition, and targeted anticancer drug delivery. Collectively, a noncanonical strategy was presented for the self-assembly of multifunctional DNA NFs in a way that does not rely on Watson−Crick base-pairing, and the resultant NFs were featured by size-tunability, dense DNA packaging, exceptional stability, and ease of functionalization. As such, these NFs are promising for versatile biomedical applications.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Self-Assembly of DNA NFs using RCR. A phosphorylated linear template (0.6 μM) and a primer (1.2 μM, serving as a ligation template) were mixed and annealed in DNA ligation buffer (5 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 0.1 mM ATP, 1 mM dithiothreitol) by heating at 95°C for 2 min, followed by gradual cooling to room temperature over 3 h. The annealed product was incubated with T4 DNA ligase (10 U/μL; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) at room temperature for 3 h. For RCR, the resultant circularized template (0.3 μM, unless otherwise denoted) was incubated with Φ29 DNA polymerase (2 U/μL), dNTP (2 mM/μL), and BSA (1×) in buffer solution (50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 , 10 mM MgCl 2 , 4 mM dithiothreitol) (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) at 30°C. Cyanine 5-dUTP (200 μM; Enzo Lifescicence, Farmingdale, NY) was added to the reaction mixture, if applicable. Reactions were terminated by heating at 75°C for 10 min. The NFs were then washed with doubledistilled H 2 O, precipitated by centrifugation, and stored at 4°C for future use.
Evaluation of the Stability of NFs. The stability of NFs under nuclease cleavage, dilution to low concentration, heating, and urea denaturation was evaluated, respectively. Specifically, for nuclease cleavage, NFs were treated with DNase I (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) of specified concentrations or 10% human serum (Asterand, Detroit, MI) diluted in Dulbecco's PBS (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 37°C for 24 h, prior to nuclease deactivation by heating at 75°C for 10 min. For dilution, NFs were diluted 100 times in Dulbecco's PBS from the original NF solution; for heating, NFs were kept at 170°C for 0.5 h; and for denaturation, NFs were treated with urea (5 M) for 0.5 h, prior to washing with double-distilled water. The morphologies of the resultant NFs were then examined using SEM.
Specific Recognition Ability to Target Cancer Cells. The binding abilities of aptamers or aptamer-incorporated NFs were determined using flow cytometry on a FACScan cytometer (BD Immunocytometry Systems). Aptamers (200 nM) or aptamer- 
